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Or how do I find things in the past

This talk is deliberately high on concept and low on implementation



http://wallpapers.diq.ru/wp/13__The_Persistence_of_Memory,_1931,_Salvador_Dali.html

Salvador Dali, The persistence of memory
This is what people think the internet looks like, mostly recognisable shapes and 
patterns



http://www.colorado.edu/Sewall/kit/
Salvador Dali
The disintegration of the persistence of memory

This is what it really looks like.
Fragmented and disconnected.

This is one of my favourite Dali pictures.

This says virtually everything I’m going to cover in this presentation, so you can just 
gaze if you like...



Preweb data 

Text

http://flickr.com/photos/eecue/327569652/

There is lots of old data, BUT

web is very “new” focused, everything is sooo last week!

RSS is bad in some ways

the next year is more important than the one before

very little looking backwards, but history is important

I think this is a problem, so do the long now foundation.

Read “the clock of the long now”



Time formats
http://flickr.com/photos/myradphotos/3111294/

Representing time is not the issue, we are extremely good at it

unix 01/011970, lots of ways of representing time formats

very accurate, ruby even knows about calendar reformation in england in 1752

so we can do time pretty well for single systems, I’ll return to this later

we can even get data timestamped from Mars, so it is not just about assigning 
dates



Reams of 
current content

http://flickr.com/photos/jade/12172554/

RSS feeds galore, flickr must make 10s of millions of them alone

published on, modified dates

nice date based urls from blogs etc

we are getting good aggregation tools for current content

However we have so much content we need attention management tools



Context and the 
clamour for attention

http://flickr.com/photos/deroesch/41690993/

tools to deal with the deluge, an entire conference etech06 was essentially just 
on this topic, but I think we vitally need tools for context

we’ve seen X before & we’ve solved Y already

Z was dealt with by these people before

Science has an organised literature, small communities, my employer is Nature, 
the scientific journal and I’ve noticed the un-remembered dead ends and missed 
opportunities, so how can we improve this state



web is getting old now, 
big enough to lose stuff?

The web is ±15 years old 1991/2, at least 10 years for many people

content used to disappear, but publishers are getting more savvy, better urls too 
(slowly)

finding time specific content is getting harder, despite the Wayback Machine 
being a a great help

published on dates help however across the whole internet unless it happened in 
the last few days determining when is hard

September 11th 2001 “on the day” reporting is difficult to disambiguate from the 
analysis since that day, CNN repeating the entire day of reporting increases 
difficulty

boingboing showing the 2002 Iraq invasion plans — how do we get the 2002 
context into search queries, whilst respecting that it was leaked in Feb 2007

This impacts us in many ways, as we now have information that would influence 
our thinking, it was from 2002, but was public in 2007



A look before 
the web arrived

http://flickr.com/photos/design911/142662591/

when the web didn’t exist then we had no simple means of pan organisation 
integration

dates were the main reference point

there was no magic internet glue, 

annual, monthly and weekly review magazines provided an overview.  

eg The Economist, Sunday papers, conferences, review journals, annual reviews 
etc



the web arrives 90s
http://flickr.com/photos/emdot/45249090/

independent efforts to connect things together

early subject based aggregators and catalogues 

yahoo v1 was a collaborative catalog

but most things are still independent commercial publishing efforts, no sharing of 
context, it is valuable



web 2.0 or web +10

http://flickr.com/photos/kosmar/62381076/

gradually google news and technorati etc are providing a timely news view, but 
still very now focused and only recent web content is included

better tools exist, blogs help define timeliness via date based permalinks

the ecosystem improves but only for future content



older content
http://flickr.com/photos/thedepartment/137413905/

it is increasingly arriving online from publishers

BBC creative archive,Washington Post, Time and Google

Nature are putting everything online back to 1869

Usually this is pay for content

Historical content is popular eg on this day from BBC 

Good to see people putting this kind of stuff online

BUT



Disappearing context
http://flickr.com/photos/cobalt/81927434/

Where is this picture? You can tell what he is doing, but nothing else.

Despite publishers putting content online and the efforts of archive.org & the 
wayback machine

They solve a different problem — persistence not reference and context

We can retrieve an item of content now, but can we understand it ?

This may not seem like a huge problem now, but cast your mind forward 10 
years and look at what we are publishing now, will we be able to understand the 
context

Increasingly our content and our libraries are online too.



Why do I care about this ?

In an enthusiastic tone“surely forward momentum is about progress and that is 
good !! make new stuff, discover new things”

The picture is me on my 35th birthday (flickr would give you the context)

history is interesting, it teaches us things, there is a lot of it in London, where I 
live

we lose context as people die, so we should get on with capturing it

our richness is ebbing away if you want

Shakespeare is less funny now, we don’t get the jokes anymore

my last grandparent dying gave me a sense of loss, both of her and a disconnect 
with her experiences, a chapter closing

Oscar (my nine month old son) and a sense of his future and my own epoch 



How did I get here?

http://flickr.com/photos/gadl/284995199/

Whilst in advertising I realised how focused people are on the next microsite/
campaign

I read “the clock of the long now”

At the BBC, with Tom Coates & Matt Biddulph & Margaret Hanley — our work 
on PIPs (representing tv and radio programmes on the web) gave me a chance to 
explore a longer term view of the web, 

URLs with a 30+ year life span, real persistence, with long running series and 
complexity over multiple roles for individuals eg Wogan (contestant, presenter, 
interviewer, interviewed etc)

Now at Nature and a return to academic publishing. They are putting their back 
catalogue online and I’ve been looking at the interconnectedness of people and 
where it falls apart



Novel 
Context

http://flickr.com/photos/alltheaces/21703109/

a personal project looking at out of copyright literature “novel context” 

made think about the interrelationships between content preweb

Sherlock Holmes meets Dorian Gray on the Strand (both lived in the same 
fictional London circa 1896)

Reading a 1910 story without finding the contemporary historical accounts 
— who are the Whigs etc

Where was Spitalfields market, now the fruit and veg have moved out of the 
centre, same for Covent Garden market



Historical maps
http://flickr.com/photos/finalcut/363024083/

Cities change, London is very different to how it was in 1879 when my house 
was built

There were slums under Kingsway in Dickens time, now there is a big wide road 
from Holborn to Bush house

how do I persistently link to a version of a historical map, whilst allowing a 
modern day reference

also as we go back in time our geographic reference gets less precise



Publishing old 
content

http://flickr.com/photos/beesparkle/111324645/

imagine the internet existed in 1870, the tools of today would index and capture 
the content, how can we recreate that ?

how should a story from 1870 be published, so that it can be integrated into a 
picture of 1870, not just standalone

How can we dig back to even 2002 to determine what we knew then about Iraq

Wikipedia has the beginnings of this - year and decade categories for historical 
content Wikipedia offers a potentially good model for this to operate, but History 
relies on be primary sources, so different content providers are needed, perhaps 
without the NPOV



Some questions
This is the more interactive bit !

End of the talk more or less, I ran a more a Q&A based session using the following 
slides as prompts



Relating it all together

•We need open maps of the past

•Linked to the current maps to give people 
reference

•A common sense of time, there are cross 
cultural issues, it isn’t 2007 for every culture

Maps and time are hard to integrate



The meta question?

•Is a single historical time framework possible

•How can I find content within time periods or 
epochs

•Within each organization is easy (ish)

•Between a group of companies is possible

•On the internet is hard

Is this valuable or the right approach?



Single open service or 
metadata standard ?

•Metadata is simple and easy to embed, but 
lacks coordination - microcontent format ?

•Single service has attractions, but implies one 
organisation owns our history, a slightly scary 
prospect

Extra slide over talk content

Microcontent format suggestion, relatesTo(timeperiod) to get past broken publication 
and modification dates.  Not sure if this is feasible, but it might be a good starting 
point.



What publisher tools are 
needed?

•To support this concept in terms of 
workflow, which is of course crucial

•How do we make this content open for reuse, 
even if it is metadata only?

•A service with CC licensed content, open for 
republication is one option

Extra slide over presentation
It needs to be easy to add this in, otherwise it’ll get dropped from development 
cycles.



What about people?

•Is it feasible to have different linked historical 
representations of people

•We have a place for them, wikipedia for better 
or worse, it is the main open repository of 
historical content NPOV notwithstanding

•Multiple voices are vital to historic accuracy, it 
isn’t just written by the victors or old white 
western men



A spine for history ?

•Can a service be created which allows original 
content to be collated and connected

•Museums and publishers might use it, but 
what about individuals — bloggers and 
genealogists?

•Would people and organisations free up their 
content ? To what degree ?



Some scenarios

•Historian in 2009, looking at 2002

•Nowadays looking at 1960

•Mapping old cities

•Genealogy

•Making sense of literature

Some scenarios to prompt your thinking



Thank you
http://takeoneonion.org

me@gavinbell.com

Like I said these are some ideas, I’d appreciate your input on this, it is a hard 
problem to put across and a hard one to see commercial value in solving, but I think 
there is something at risk if we do not try at least.


